
Hurley U/13s 130-5 beat Kidmore End U13s 103 All Out by 27 runs. 
 
On a beautiful sunny early June morning, at an equally stunning Kidmore End ground, the Hurley 
Lions roared once more with a professional 27 run victory over a competitive Kidmore outfit. 

Hurley were put into bat on a pitch that had the slope of Lords, but the soggy surface of an 
undercooked cheesecake. With caution on a low slow wicket in mind the Hurley top order of Graham, 
Hill and Skelton played with great judgement – brutally dispatching the bad balls to every corner whilst 
watching the good balls carefully onto a straight bat. Hill retired on a superb 33 from 23 balls, and with 
Graham and Skelton out for 9 apiece, it was down to Calliss and Patrick to continue the positive start. 
At 65/2 off 9 things were going swimmingly until Kidmore took the pace off the ball. The two Hurley 
lefties were frustrated by the slow pace and leg stump line, as Kidmore reduced the scoring to 12 off 4 
overs and put the pressure firmly back onto Hurley. It was not to last though as Calliss broke the 
chains in the 14

th
 over with a clubbed six over midwicket and Patrick followed suit with another 

maximum over the cover boundary. The partnership of 42 was finally broken when Calliss was 
dismissed for a busy 25. But out to the wicket strode Jude Green, fresh shiny new bat in hand, eager 
to join the party and pushed Hurley on with some lovely timing. With Patrick falling for 24 to the 
cruellest run out, whilst at the non-strikers end, and Green only succumbing to a last ball kamikaze 
run Hurley finished on a challenging 130/5. 

The Hurley opening attack of Hill and Bagri followed instruction to the letter as they prioritised length 
over pace and limited Kidmore to only 15 from the first 4 – Hill removing Jack Livingstone-Smith with 
a Yorker that Malinga the Slinger would have been proud of. The fly in the ointment was the 
diminutive Ben Wilson who began to build an innings of some class and went on to retire at 30. Fresh 
from his early morning work-out in the nets that Dad put him through, (the old ‘I got the time wrong 
son’ strategy) Peplow bowled as straight as a die and got just reward when Graham snaffled a tough 
one from the dangerous Simmonds at mid off. To say Graham’s catching in this game was 
outstanding would be an understatement – fearless, like a gazelle with the buckets of Freddy Flintoff, 
he took 3 superb catches that had the crowd cooing in appreciation. The screw was then turned more 
by Patrick, who bowled 3 tight overs finishing with an excellent 2 for 11. Cooper, and Samant in 
particular, continued the high standard, with Hill taking a great diving catch to remove the sticky 
Sedgewick – proving what seems to now have become the standard call in the outfield…’After a wide 
comes a wicket’…. 

A chaotic last 4 overs ensued as Kidmore had to take risks and Hurley contrived to miss a couple of 
run outs.  But when presented with second opportunities Calliss, Hill, Graham and Skelton stayed 
calm and made up for the earlier missed chances - even the return of the talented Mr. Wilson couldn’t 
get Kidmore to the finishing post, with their innings ending on 103 from 19. 

It is often said that if you don’t notice the wicketkeeper then he has done a good job, Skelton was 
once more the invisible man and consequently as solid as a rock behind the stumps. 

It was a great game of cricket with some marvellous play by both sides, played in a great spirit and 
enjoyed by everyone who watched. Well done Boys. 

Special Mention goes to Reg ‘two books’ Skelton who managed to complete 2 score books at the 
same time with no mistakes (or so he says…). 

Joint MOM Hill and Graham.  
 


